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Descriptive Report of Sheet No. 2-Mount Vernon to Alexandria.

1 Schedule of topographical and physical subjects.

The description of Sheet No. 1 on these subjects is applicable to this Sheet, excepting in its upper part where a considerable extent of marsh area is found adjacent to the River.

8: Character of vegetation, fruits &c similar to those stated for Sheet 1.

9: The proportion of arable to forest land is rather larger than that reported for Sheet 1. The grass land is about one quarter of the whole area. The character of roads is better than was there described and to the means of communication may be added the Electric Road from Alexandria to Mt Vernon.

12: No material change is noted in the shoreline of River.

Schedule of statistical subjects:

Square miles of area 10

Miles of shoreline

" of creeks

" of roads

"Steam and electric roads

Triangulation points 17

Topographical points 25 determined with requisite precision.
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